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The technology companies that succeed in this environment will be those which can efficiently
deliver business solutions built on a solid base of experience. I believe that iMerchants’ history of

delivering leading Internet solutions positions us well in this changing environment.

This does not mean that we can stand still, though. We have been working aggressively to transform

our intellectual property into a suite of products, to shift the focus of our business away from

custom development projects, and to deepen iMerchants’ position as an Internet application software
and service bureau company, focused in three complimentary business lines: Online Banking,

Online Billing, Invoicing & Payment and Online Commerce.

This evolution from a focus on performing custom development work to being a provider of

application software products and services is an important step for iMerchants. This has involved

capturing and consolidating the wealth of intellectual property that iMerchants has created during
its history, developing co-operative partnerships with application software companies and committing

team-members to performing research and development projects. Consequently, it has demanded

that the Company devote a lot of management attention and resources to this effort and will continue
to require focused attention throughout the early part of the year 2001/02.
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iMERCHANTS’ BUSINESS LINES AND PORTFOLIO OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Online Banking Services

iMerchants’ Online Banking Services team aims to use Internet technologies to help banks enhance

their competitive positions by improving their customer service and their process efficiency. The
applications that the team has developed that run on the iMerchants Online Banking Platform

provide electronic distribution channels for banks’ products and services - through the Internet and

other channels such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) - and also support the direct electronic
processing of transactions.
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Mulit-Bank Service Bureau Platform: iMerchants’ Multi-Bank Service Bureau Platform provides an

open, flexible and secure foundation for a number of online banking applications. The platform is
scaleable, and enables integration into a wide range of bank legacy systems.

iMerchants designed the platform with the specific requirements of banks firmly in mind. It provides
the high-availability computing environment required by mission critical applications in the banking

industry. Multi-tier, best-practice encryption and authentication technologies are employed to protect

both the bank and its clients. Also, in order to allow a bank to use the platform regardless of its
existing legacy systems, iMerchants uses a number of integration tools and common messaging

standards including XML and SWIFT.
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iMerchants also offers a number of applications that make use of this platform:

Online Corporate Banking: iMerchants’ online corporate banking application allows banks to provide

corporate customers with secure, cost-effective access to account information, cash management
tools and trade finance and payment products. This web-based corporate banking system enables

corporate clients to manage their cash and trade accounts and even payroll online from any location.

This product provides clear value to a bank’s corporate customers. It allows them to enhance their

control over financial transactions by supporting a user-controlled maker-checker and approval

hierarchy. Improved access to information and easier access to financial instruments improves
the management of cash, whilst the electronic submission of transactions and template-supported

transaction application forms improve efficiency.

For a bank, this software improves customer service and helps to reduce costs. A bank saves

costs by offering an electronic alternative to branch visits and by receiving transactions electronically,

so they can be processed in a more automated way. As iMerchants’ online corporate banking
application is Internet-based, it is more cost effective to deploy and maintain for an individual

customer than a software installed on the customer’s premises.

Online Retail Banking: With iMerchants’ online retail banking application, banks can offer consumers

the ability to access account information and perform transactions through the Internet. This software

offers a wide range of functions involving account information update and maintenance, transaction
initiation, online application form completion and submission, and credit card account information.

Online Billing, Invoicing and Payment

AFN offers a suite of software products and services related to online billing, invoicing and payment
that covers the entire billing cycle - from providing software to enable bills and statements to be put

online to managing payment of bills via the Internet.

AFN’s online bill management solution is offered to companies issuing bills, as well as to banks

and consumers as a service that is operated by AFN. AFN’s online bill publishing & interactive

customer care solution is currently licensed to clients as a software product, and AFN is exploring
opportunities to work with partners to launch this on a service bureau basis.

Online Bill Management Solution : iMerchants estimates that there are more than 300 million bills
issued in Hong Kong every year, many of which are paid by cheque or cash. Due to the effort

required to write cheques, deliver payments either in person or through the post and then manage

the clearing and reconciliation of payments, there is a tremendous amount of inefficiency in the
current billing process. AFN is offering the billcentrixTM service to improve the bill payment process

by bringing it online and integrating it with billing information and bill management tools.
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The billcentrixTM service uses AFN’s technology to offer services to companies that issue bills, as
well as to banks and end-consumers. It enables consumers to pay their bills online, store bill

payment information, and make use of other bill management functions such as scheduled payment

reminders. For a company that has its own online bill presentment site, billcentrixTM allows it to
provide its customers with a direct link to a bill payment service. For banks, billcentrixTM can power

the bill payment section of a bank’s Internet banking site and be presented under the bank’s own

branding. Billers pay a fee for each bill that is paid online and banks which choose to use billcentrixTM

to operate their online bill payment service pay an annual service fee.

billcentrixTM is being offered as one of the services of JETCO Online. Through JETCO Online, it
provides bill management functions and an Internet interface linked to JETCO’s payment switch to

enable the payment of bills by customers of JETCO member banks. This JETCO Online service

was successfully launched in late February 2001.

AFN is currently working to add financial information consolidation capabilities to its bill management

solution. This will allow consumers to view billing and other financial information from numerous
sources on a single web page.

Online Bill Publishing & Interactive Customer Care Solution: AFN believes that, when billing is
used properly, it is an extremely effective customer relationship management tool. Since a bill

issued online can attract customers to visit a company’s web site, the billing site is an effective

place to offer customer self-service functions and, to use personalisation capabilities to market
and cross-sell other products or services. The online bill becomes a significant customer interaction

point. In addition, electronic bill publishing can change the cost structures associated with the

distribution of bills and statements.

The online bill publishing & interactive customer care solution being offered by AFN manages the

translation of billing data into an Internet-ready format, presents the information online and provides
a platform on which customer service applications can be developed.

In November 2000, AFN announced an exciting agreement to co-operate with Avolent Inc., one of
the global leaders in the provision of solutions for electronic bill publishing and interactive customer

care. Through this co-operation, AFN gains access to Avolent products and will be working to

customize and localize these products to suit the specific needs of targeted Asian markets.

Online Commerce Services

iMerchants’ Online Commerce Services team focuses on providing software that allows companies

to trade with each other more efficiently and enhance the efficiency of internal business processes.
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One of the most exciting developments in the past year for the Online Commerce Services team
has been the growth of its relationship with Intel. iMerchants and Intel entered into an agreement

in November 2000 that enables iMerchants to more effectively deliver solutions based on Intel®

Architecture. The two companies agreed to join forces in both business development activities
and technology development and delivery. This has allowed iMerchants to leverage on Intel’s

regional network to support its business development and marketing. In addition, the parties will

apply Intel’s advanced technologies and on-going research and development to enhance the
technology solutions that iMerchants delivers to its clients.

In April 2001, Intel and iMerchants announced the opening of a joint e-Business Solutions Lab.
The expressed aim of the laboratory is to develop Hong Kong’s e-Business environment and

strengthen the city’s standing as a global business and technology hub. Intel provides iMerchants

with the hardware, software and technical information for the laboratory.
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Online Sales Solution: iMerchants’ online sales solution provides companies with an online
distribution channel for both business-to-business and business-to-consumer trading. The solution

enables enterprises to provide their customers with easy online access for comprehensive catalogue

viewing, product selection, order processing, credit card payment and self-care capabilities. It is
designed to support both product and service sales, and accommodates a wide variety of sales

requirements to meet each enterprise’s unique needs for catalogue sales, spot sales and contract

sales. This solution allows enterprises to integrate offline and online sales information into a single
customer relationship interface so that regardless of whether a sale is initiated online or offline, an

enterprise’s customers can track it using the Internet.
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iMerchants has implemented its Online Sales Solution to support numerous enterprises. The solution
is being used by B.S.C. Group Limited in a business-to-business context to help the company

service and manage its distributors more effectively. Other enterprises, such as she.com (hong

kong) limited and iCare.com Limited (a subsidiary of Henderson Cyber Limited) use the solution to
power their online retail activities.

The solution’s support of integration with internal and external systems such as inventory, point-
of-sales, accounting, payment and logistics has helped to remove offline operational bottlenecks

and helps an enterprise to enhance the efficiency with which it services its customers.
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Online Marketplace Solution: iMerchants believes that a shift is happening in the market for online

trading platforms. Whereas at the beginning of this financial year there was a strong demand for

public marketplaces - marketplaces that are open to all buyers and sellers within an industry, there
is currently an increasing demand for private marketplaces - marketplaces that provide a trading

environment for a selected group of known buyers and sellers. This is part of a more general trend

in how the Internet is being used. While many public marketplaces aim to create value by offering
a liquid market that allows buyers to lower the prices of items they procure, private marketplaces

are more focused on improving the efficiency of the trading process between buyers and sellers.
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iMerchants’ online marketplace solution is designed to power private markets, vertical industry
markets or horizontal markets. Trading functions support a range of varied and complex trading

processes such as auction, online negotiation process, lease, long-term contract execution and

buyer specific pricing. A full set of member, trade and marketplace administration and support
services ensure a total solution. Industry standards such as XML are used to ease integration with

trading partners’ internal systems, such as accounting and inventory. To enable even greater

member accessibility, the system also accommodate batch uploads of data in comma-separated
value format. Many of these features are used in the solution iMerchants delivered to iShopAero.com.

Collaborative Document Exchange Solution: Since the Company was founded, iMerchants has
been delivering solutions based on Internet technologies to help clients enhance their internal

process efficiency. It is becoming more commonly recognised that Internet technologies can also

support process automation and easier transmission of information among geographic locations
or different companies.

iMerchants’ collaborative document exchange solution is designed to help organisations save
costs and to better manage the transmission of sensitive information among different entities. This

product provides a platform using which process and industry specific applications can be built.

Based on this product, iMerchants and JETCO will jointly develop a PKI-enabled file transfer
system for use within the JETCO consortium.

The application’s workflow functionality supports business process digitisation - meaning that
business processes can move from being paper-based to being electronic. This benefits

organisations by allowing information to be processed more efficiently. Improved efficiency reduces

costs and the ability to track the status of items as they are processed enhances management
control.

The application also supports the extension of business processes outside of the organisation by
enabling the secure transmission of documents. Users can be authenticated using personal

identification number and password, using digital certificates or with smart-cards, so that the identity

of the sender of a document and its recipient can be confirmed. For situations where numerous
parties are working with and sharing a common set of information, the application allows for secure,

centralized document storage, which can handle documents of all types including scanned images,

and has features including document audit trails and version control. This supports knowledge
capture and improves the efficiency with which teams from multiple organisations can work together.














































































































